M2.16 straw 21 (F) no/low data
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M2.16 straw 193 (F) no/low data
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M2.16 straw 490 (F) no/low data
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M2.16 straw 284 (B) no/low data
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M2.16 straw 452 (B) no/low data
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M2.16 straw 433 (B) no/low data
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M2.16 straw 460 (F) no/low data

**g216 Gain Correction**

**g216 Sigma (along straw length)**

**g216 Number of Data**
M2.16 straw 358 (F) Wire Diameter $\Delta G > 8\%$
M2.16 straw 365 (F) dirt - Wire Diameter $\Delta G > 8\%$
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**M2.16 straw 98 (B) dirt**
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$M2.16$ straw 421 (B) Wire Diameter?? $\Delta G > 8\%$
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